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Made a Mano®™  at Index Design Series 
Dubai - World Trade Center - from 22 to 25 May 2017  

Location One -  Harrods Interiors - VIP Lounge Room - Booth SS3 B21 
Location Two - Hall 3 – Sheikh Saeed - Booth SS3 B16 

We are proud to have been selected by Harrods Interiors of London
HARRODS INTERIORS DEBUT VENTURE INTO UAE AS DESIGNERS OF EXCLUSIVE 
VIP OASIS AT INDEX 2017 

Industry leading designers from Harrods - the world’s most famous department store, will 
bring unrivalled luxury to Dubai’s biggest interiors event when they create an exclusive VIP 
lounge for the 27th INDEX Design Series this May. 
Interior stylists from the high-end London retailer’s interior design arm Harrods Interiors are 
crafting a five-star retreat within the forest paradise INDEX is promising visitors for 2017. 
Guaranteed to inspire the senses, the lounge - set in the heart of the show’s new luxury hall 
will take guests into a lush organic oasis, where Harrods Interiors will be presenting their 
own debut furniture range, the Harrods of London collection, officially launching in March. 

This will be the first time that pieces from the stunning collection will be displayed outside the 
British capital – and marks Harrods Interiors’ first design of a public space anywhere in the 
UAE. 
Letitia Taylor, Head of Harrods Interiors, explained: “We are delighted to support INDEX this 
year in Dubai. We will be creating a visual feast for the senses by using the intense colours 
and textures of nature, inspired by the wild’. 
“Guests will be transported to into the heart of a tropical paradise. By using an exciting mix 
of organic materials and whimsical prints with strong and unexpected narratives, Harrods 
Interiors will create a memorable sensory experience for our guests with the design 
celebrating all of the latest interior and design trends.” 

The Harrods brand is one of the most recognizable anywhere in the world, held in universal 
esteem as the sophisticated supplier of the finest luxury, and known for providing visitors to 
their Knightsbridge store a truly one-off retail experience. Harrods Interiors maintain that 
standard in their home design; their experienced team of interior artists harvesting the finest 
of the store’s sumptuous décor brands to create stunning, one-of-a-kind homes. 
Taylor and her team travel the world discovering new trends, sourcing the highest quality 
fabrics and products to create truly sensational spaces.  

Made a Mano have been selected to complete the proposal for home design, presenting a 
design lamps and tables made by Etna Lava stone, strictly handy made decorated in 
accordance with patters selected by Harrods Architect. In a separate booth location, a wall 
panel and other elements will be presented in a other mood, respecting always the tradition 
of Made a Mano of Caltagirone, which in Dubai is represented by Arch. Ghada Kunash 
owner of “The Workshop”.   
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